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Microsoft Teams
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How to set up a mark scheme
You may wish to have a mark scheme per assignment or a generic set of mark schemes which relate to
a unit of work. This example is specific to the assignment; however a more generic mark scheme can be
reused for several different assignments throughout a unit of work.
1. When setting an assignment, click on the [Add Rubric] button.

2. You will have the choice to upload a mark scheme you have already created or to create your own.

When you have created previous mark schemes on Teams you will be able to select from these. Until
then, click on [+New rubric].
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3. Using your assignment’s objective (PfA/ FS/ NCFE certificates/ BNF Food Life Skills) to create your mark
scheme. You can use more than one objective across differing objectives to provide evidence for
different types of progress. Here I am assessing four different criteria through one set task.

4. You now have the choice of how you will describe the progress you are monitoring. If this comes from
an accredited course/ exam board then you can use their terminology/ bring through a pre-prepared
mark scheme.

The blank Rubric will show as above. You can edit each of the boxes.
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5. Categories can be removed if too many exist (by highlighting the column and pressing the dustbin) or
added if there are too few.
6. You can combine objectives into one marking category if appropriate.

7. You are able to add a point system to your mark scheme. To do this click the no icon to yes.
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8. You can decide if all or only some of your mark scheme requires points to be allocated based upon its
completion. In this task, only the NCFE English Certificate will gain points- this helps to report on the
progress learners are making in their Certificate more effectively.
To do this change the percentage of the score to be calculated on your mark scheme.

9. Once you have completed your mark scheme, click
10. Your mark scheme will appear, attached to the assignment.
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11. You can view your mark scheme, download it for future use and edit it further by clicking on it.

12. When you assign the work to your learners, they and their family will be able to see the mark scheme
and understand how they are beng assessed.
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How to reuse a mark scheme for an assignment
1. To reuse a previous mark scheme for an assignment, click on the [Add Rubric] button.

2. You will be able to choose from uploading a mark scheme you have already created or clicking on a
mark scheme you have already used.
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3. Click on the mark scheme you would like to use. It will open an editable version of your mark scheme
so you can make any small adjustments (e.g. changing one criterion to a different level). In this
assessment the mark scheme will be changed to allow for marking EL1 in English rather than the original
mark scheme which assessed EL2. This means that you do not have to recreate a mark scheme from
scratch for every level of learner within your session.

4. Once you have updated your mark scheme, click
5. Your mark scheme will appear, attached to the assignment.
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6.

You can view your mark scheme, download it for future use and edit it further by clicking on it.

7. When you assign the work to your learners, they and their family will be able to see the mark scheme
and understand how they are beng assessed.
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How to give Feedback on Microsoft Teams
Ideally a learner will have attached their completed work and will have handed this in to you via Teams.
Occasionally learners may email work to you or attach it to the comments in the Posts section of the
class. However a learner returns work, Feedback can still be given.
1. Click on to your assignment. It will open up the class list along with whether or not the assignment has
been handed in, viewed or not handed in.

2. If you are not using a mark scheme you can give some quick, personalised feedback from this screen.
Click the feedback button for any learner and type. You can also give points for the task.
3. More detailed feedback can be given, including using the mark schemes created to accompany the task
set. To do this, click on the learner’s name. It will open their section. If they have attached work this will
show. If they have sent their work via email, or attached it as a comment to the posts then it will not
show, but you can still review the work.
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4. You can give detailed feedback to your learner by typing in the Feedback screen. This allows you to
make comments on how well a learner has fulfilled the requirements of the task and whether or not
they need to add to/ resubmit any work. You can add the number of points the work has achieved at
this screen also , if the points are not linked to a full mark scheme.
5. To mark using your mark scheme, click on the rubric attached to your assignment.
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6. You can click on the box most relevant to your learner’s completion of the task.

7. If you have more than one criterion for assessment you can click the arrow to the side of the objective
title to switch to the next criterion.
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8. Repeat until the learner’s work has been marked fully. The number of points awarded to the learner
will automatically update. This will be based upon the criteria you set when creating the mark scheme.
Click on the [Return] button for the learner to receive their feedback and for your mark book to be
updated.
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How to show progress
1. Teams will create a mark book for each class. To access it click on the Grades tab at the top of any
class.

2. The mark book will show the assignments due before a certain date and the current progress of your
learners with each task. If a task has been completed, feedback on but was worth no points, it’ll
show are returned. If it was worth points then it’ll show the points received by the learner. It will
also show gaps for work not submitted and if a task is still in progress you will see that it has been
viewed by a learner. A task that has been handed in but not yet marked shows as ‘handed in’. The
due dates appear at the top of each assignment.

3. Clicking on the ellipsis will allow you to open the learner’s work and see both your marking and
Feedback.
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How to export your marks to Excel
1. If you require your mark book to be off teams, for example to evidence a qualification, then you can
export it in two different way- Firstly as a record of everything your learners have done within that
class. Secondly as a one off assignment record.
2. From the Grades tab in your class, Click on the Export to Excel button.

3. Your mark book will download and you will be given an excel spreadsheet which breaks down each
assignment into marks available for the task, marks awarded, detailed feedback given. If there were
no marks available and only written feedback was given, some columns may appear blank. You can
delete these and alter the formatting of your mark book to suit your style. You can filter, link by
colour (RAG) add comments etc as you would in a non-Teams associated mark book. You can also
add in non-Teams assignments. This mark book will work in the same way as any other spreadsheet
(that How to guide is for another day!).
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4. To export the mark book for an individual task, go to the assignments tab.

5. Click on the assignment you are exporting.
6. You will see only those learners who have not yet had their work reviewed *clicking on the marked
tab will show you those you have reviewed). To export this assignment, click on the Export to excel
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button.

7. You will have a record of this task’s feedback, marks available and marks awarded. You can edit this
as you would any other Excel mark book.
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